Introduction
Since the famous case of HM provided unquestionable evidence for the involvement of medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures in memory, a dominant neuropsychological model raised up in the 1970's. Brenda Milner proposed that "the most significant variable (to explain post-surgery memory outcome in temporal lobe epilepsy) is the verbal or non-verbal character of the material to be retained" [1] . This model predicts that verbal and non-verbal memories are homogenous and independent systems, respectively relying upon left and right temporal lobes.
Yet, series of cases of amnesia following unilateral temporal lobectomy have been documented, drawing a more complex picture [2] . Moreover, cases of poorer verbal memory outcome after right TL surgery had been reported [3] , and other studies underlined deficits in spatial learning after left surgery. Taken together, those data strongly challenges the dominant material-specific view.
In line with those challenging data,other authors suggested that beyond material-specificity, task-specifi-city may be a core variable. Indeed, Saling et al. [4] demonstrated that only acquisition of unrelated word pairs accurately predicted left MTL dysfunction, whereas prose recall or acquisition of related word pairs failed to differentiate between right and left patients. However, associative learning tasks most often use word pairs, whereas other material like object-location associations did not consistently discriminate right and left MTL dysfunction [5] .
The question then arises as to whether the lateralization of MTL dysfunction could be accurately predicted following material-specific model, or task-specific model. Moreover, given the frequent use of words as support for associative learning, any specificity of left MTL for associative memory could reflect a material bias. We therefore aimed at verify whether arbitraryassociative learning could discriminate between right and left temporal lobectomy, using both verbal and non-verbal materials, within the framework of a single learning task.
Materials and methods

Participants
We identified retrospectively temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients who underwent an unilateral standard en (Words = word recall condition; Loc. = location recall condition; Asso. = associative recall condition; (a) = p < 0,05; (b) = p < 0,01).
bloc resection of MTL structures (including amygdala, hippocampus, temporal pole, entorhinal & perirhinal cortices). Six patients (3 right "RMTL" and 3 left MTL "LMTL" resection) were included on the basis of (1) 
Material
A 41-squares grid was presented, with 8 abstracts words located in 8 eight different squares. Participants were invited to encode the words and their locations. Words were matched together for lexical frequency, number of syllabs and a very poor degree of imageability.
Procedure
An encoding trial controlled for reading and location abilities. Thereafter, participants were presented the learning grid for a 45 seconds free encoding trial, followed by the immediate recall of the words, then the locations, and finally an immediate recall of the associations between words and locations. Four immediate recall procedures were administrated, along with a delayed recall trial. Importantly, given the expected worse performance of left TLE participants for words learning, associative recall was two-staged. First, participants were given visually the words they recalled in the preceding words recall trial, and they had to write down those items in the right locations. Secondly, remaining non recalled words were given and the same was asked to the participants. This allowed us to avoid any artefactual associative deficit actually due to a poor word-recall performance.
Statistics
Following Crawford and Howell [6] single case methodology, we adopted a conservative statistical approach limiting type I errors, by applying their modified one tailed t-tests procedure. This procedure further provides an estimated percentage of the normal population falling below one single case's score (i.e. 5% whenever a significant difference was reached at 0.05 chance level) as well as an effect size of the difference observed.
Results
All experimental data are presented in Table 1 .
Right MTL patients (RMLT)
Two participants were impaired either for immediate or delayed recall of single items (i.e. words or locations, effect sizes ranging from −1,810 to −7,600). However, no deficit was observed during associative recall condition.
Left MTL patients (LMTL)
Single items recall conditions (words or locations) yielded significant impairments for the 3 patients during delayed trials, whereas immediate trials showed variable deficits, more pronounced as expected for words condition (effect sizes ranging from −2,000 to −20,000). By contrast, associative recall conditions yielded a significant deficit for all patients and for each trial with the exception of trial 1 for cases 2 & 3 (effect sizes ranging from −2,000 to −7,222). Moreover, no learning effect occurred in left participants, thus contrasting with right participants.
To sum up, a sharp contrast emerged between right and left MTL resection participants only for the associative recall conditions, where all RMTL remained within normal range, whereas LMTL demonstrated constant impairment and no evidence of learning effect.
Discussion
Our data highlight the superiority of an associative learning procedure in differentiating right from left MTL resection. Indeed, despite the verbal and non verbal character of the words and locations used in our study, learning those single items did not allow any accurate lateralization of lesion. By contrast, only LMTL failed to learn and recall associations between words and their locations.
At a cognitive level, those results confirm previous work suggesting that the processes required to encoding and storing new associations critically depend on left medial temporal lobe structures [7] . To our knowledge, this is the first study to provide such evidence with verbal-spatial associations. Previous reports [5, 8, 9] already suggested a left specialization for auditory-spatial and object-location associations, which strengthens our findings.
At a theoretical level, our data clearly speak for a shift from the material-specific model that goes on guiding many clinicians in the field. Along with Michael Saling and coauthors's view [10] , our data speak for an alternative task-specific view. According to this model, arbitrary-associative learning and retention would critically depend on the interactions between left perirhinal cortex and hippocampus. By contrast, learning and retention of semantic associations or of single meaningful items would rely upon more lateral structures like the fusiform gyrus. As a consequence, only tasks involving arbitrary associative learning would accurately predict MTL dysfunction. Our results further suggest that this kind of learning could be more lateralized to the left hemisphere, which remains to be asserted with experimental paradigms involving associative recall and/or recognition of non-verbal items.
Given the importance of associative memory in daily life, future research needs to include various associative tasks to confirm their specificity for MTL functioning, then to prospectively assess their predictive power for cognitive outcome and quality of life.
